ABSTRACT. In this paper we will prove that any infinite-dimensional Frechet space homeomorphic with its own countable product is topologically a Hilbert space. This will be done in two parts. First we will prove the result for infinite-dimensional Banach spaces, and then we will show that the result for Frechet spaces follows as a corollary.
Introduction.
Let F be a Frechet space (complete locally convex metric topological vector space) such that F is homeomorphic with (Si) its own countable product (F^). In the following we will show that such a Frechet space is homeomorphic with a Hilbert space of appropriate weight.
In an addendum to [13] , Torunczyk claims a proof of the same result. The two proofs are independent and use techniques which are completely different.
Preliminaries.
Let A be a set of cardinality X. The space / (k) for fixed p > 1 is defined to be the set of all real functions r =■= \r^\ defined on the set A with at most a countable number of nonzero elements and with 2jJrjJ**<oo.
The norm on lp(&) is ||r|| = [S,x\r^p\1/P. When p = 2, this is a Hilbert space of weight X. show BSíBú} implies BSil^wB).
We will now prove an imbedding theorem for Banach spaces. tt/SeB? )
Note that there is at most one nonzero coordinate in each B ■ for each n since a point may lie in at most one subset of a disjoint collection. Now, g is clearly continuous, and g is one-to-one since no point is within 1/b of any other point for all n. To see g-1 is continuous, observe that given e > 0 and a sequence \y' I converging to y in the image of g, we may pick n such that2/«<f. Then pick a k such that y has a nonzero coordinate in B, where
Bk n is the &th copy of B in the nth product (n°°.B,)n. Let x,g be a point with the nonzero real multiple. Then since convergence in a product is equivalent to coordinate-wise convergence, pick / such that j> J implies the x, " multiple in B, is nonzero for y'. It is here that we are using the fact that \x"\ is a discrete set. Then g'Ky') and g_1(y) are contained in a 1/« ball in l.(wB) for all ;'> /. Therefore, the distance between g-1(y') and g~Ky) is less than e for all /> /.
This gives an imbedding of l^,wB) asa G; set in Ba. Now, given a »■»-w.*wly-<bla/l^.!j|a;Mt|>
In both cases zero is sent to zero. Now g has the property that g-1(2,
is a radial subset of lAwB). 'l1 ll ' 'l ' 'l * This is a closed imbedding, and therefore, by a theorem of Klee [8] ,. there is a homeomorphism G:2, /.Ub)x2, /.UB)-»2, 1,(wB)x2, lAwB)
which extends this map.
Let <f>: 2¿ lAwB) -» 2¿ /j(u/ß) x 2¿ l^(wB) be the isomorphism sending odd coordinates to the first copy and even coordinates to the second. Define h': 2, lAwB) -2, B x 2, lAwB)
(g x id x id x id) ° (tf> x <f>) o <#*).
That is
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